The Great Race
This activity is inspired by television’s Amazing Race – a popular competition in which teams travel the
world. While that is not possible at the moment, families can still have a great time during a fun
competition that celebrates travel. All you to need to start this fun journey is a phone with data or
connected to Wi-Fi. Simply download the Mobile Adventures app from the App Store or Google Play (on
iOS or Android) and scan the provided QR code to join your private game. Families work together to
solve clues and puzzles, take photos, complete roadblock challenges on video, and answer travelrelated
trivia questions. The goal is to score more points than any other team during this timed challenge. The
game features a live scoreboard so teams can keep track of their competition and even send messages
to other families from within the game.
Teams complete a series of challenges, including:
Routes – Several of the routes are clues that, once solved, reveal what photos or videos need to be
taken for additional points. Others feature travel themed trivia questions that allow teams to accumulate
points. For example, teams read a message presented in sign language to reveal that they need to take
a photo of a shadow puppet. Another route task has players determine the candy from a description
featuring synonyms of the candy name.
For example, “Happy Cowboys” is Jolly Ranchers! Once they
answer these, they are tasked with
taking
a photo feature their favorite candy.
Fast Forwards – These tasks are all about moving forward and
feature questions related to transportation. For example, players
may need to name the movie by the image shown of a famous
bus scene, name the city by the image of a bus on a street, or
listen to song clips about busses and driving to name the song,
the artist, or answer a question about a lyric.
Detours - Teams are given an either/or challenge. For instance,
will they choose to record their own version of “the wave” or
dress in their favorite sports team gear and take a photo
cheering like their team just won “the big game?”
Roadblocks - Players must perform a challenge on video. For
instance, recording a video pretending to eat something you find
really disgusting but attempting to keep a polite face for your
host or hostess. Another may require making a catapult out of
something in your house and recording something being
launched from it.
At a set time, The Great Race ends. The winner isn’t determined
by who completes all the tasks first, but rather who scored the
most points in the time allowed. Shortly after the game, a link to
the scoreboard along with a link to a presentation of the top
photos and videos from the event are sent to the event
organizer. This can be shared with the all the participants over a live video platform such as Zoom, or the links can be emailed to
all participants to view on their own.
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Screenshots and Submitted Photos
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Player to Provide


Players will require a smart phone or tablet that connects to the Internet using their own data or Wi-Fi and the ability to
download the Mobile Adventures app from the App Store or Google Play

Additional Event Information


Teams can be individuals or multiple people (recommend max of 5) together in one household.



Event length: Recommend allowing 1-2 hours for the game



Post activity link to the scoreboard, presentation of photos and videos, and link to download all photos and videos from the
game

These sessions will be web based through the BMSA virtual conference platform. BMSA will send participants logging on instructions
prior to the session.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REGISTRATION - Cost:  $40 per Team (groups should not exceed 5, it is recommended to split the family into 2
teams if there are more than 5 participating)
Number of Teams

Participant’s Name(s):_______________________________ _
Company:_________________________________
Email Address:_________________________________ Phone:_____________________________
Method of Payment: _____ Bill me _____ MasterCard _____ VISA
Card#_____________________________ Verification Code_______ Expiration Date:_______________
Cardholder’s Name ________________
______________________
Cardholder’s Billing Address _______________ _____________________

Questions? Call BMSA at 800.849.1503. Email your completed form to lynns@mybmsa.org or
fax it to 980.339.3994
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